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It's that time again when the spooks are
on the loose, leaves are changing colors
and InSide Murray State is bringing it all
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In our second big month, InSide is really
growing and improving but we'd like to
have your input. Is there something you
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Be on the lookout for our next issue on
Dec. 1. It will be full of Christmas tips and
lists to make your shopping a little easier.
Til next time ...
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Student hopes swim c.lub will grow
Being a member of an athletic team is
challenging, but add to that the responsibilities of starting the team and coaching the
squad and you redefine the word challenging.
That is exactly what Kevin Sherlock and A.
John Umbach Ill are doing with Murray
State's competitive swim club.
Sherlock, a sophomore biology major from
Evansville, Ind., said he organized the club
because he knew it was the only way to swim
competitively at MSU.
"There has been a club in the past, but
they've never been organized or had meets," he
said, "The guy running it last year told me
they would schedule meets for this fall, but he
didn't come back.
"So I knew if I wanted to swim it was up to
me to get it going," Sherlock said.
The club has 12 swimmers who range in
talent from highly competitive to learners,
Sherlock said.
Umbach, a sophomore pre-med major from
Evansville, Ind., said the variation in talent is
not a ptoblem.
"Some people are afraid to get involved
because they think it is too serious," he said,
"But that is not the case. We have got to start
somewhere."
Sherlock said as long as a person is serious
about learning they would be a welcome addition to the club.

Photo by ANITA MCDOWELL

Kevin Sherlock, • aophomore from Evansville,
Ind., glvea coaching tips to awlmmera.

Umbach and Sherlock
said they intend to set up
swim meets for late Oc·
tober in the master's
league, which is a league of
competitive swimmers that
vary in age and ability.
"At the level we are at
right now we can't compete
against other universities,'' Sherlock said.

I

Umbach said he hopes
within a year and a half
the club will have grown
enough to take on such
competition.

Photo by ANITA MCDOWELL

John Umbach, • sophomore from Evansville, Ind., " f llea" through the
The club practices Mon·
water while practlctng the butterfly atroke.
day through Thursday
from 8 to 9:30 p.m. and
The budget for the clubs is expected to be betMonday, Wednesday and Friday from 6 to 8
ween $2,000 and $2,500, he said.
a.m.
Sherlock said they make two workouts for
"We distribute that money according to the
the different levels of swimmers.
number of people in the club, how long it has
Brett Haskins, a sophomore criminal justice
been in existence and their . outside competimajor from Camden, Tenn., said he usually
tion," Baurer said.
swims 60 to 60 laps during a practice.
''The success of the club is based on the
Haskins got involved with the club because
motivation of the students," he said.
he wanted to stay in shape and be competitive.
John Griffin, the swim club's adviser and
"It is fun and it keeps you in top physical conhead of the reference department in Waterfield
dition/' he said, "You use muscles when you
Library, said he thinks Sherlock and Umbach
swim that you don't use in any other sport."
have that :motivation.
Haskins said workouts consist of practicing
"Kevin and John are both good guys, and
different strokes, swimming sprints, time
they are making a good go of it," he said,
trials and endurance swimming.
"They have got a lot of work to do but when
Since this is the first year the swim club will
they get going they'll do great."
compete, it will not be funded by the university
until next fall.
After the club is university funded, it is difficult to predict when it will become a team.
Jim Baurer, director of campus recreation,
said a club must show one year of commitment
"It's going to take a long time to become a
to be recognized.
MSU swim team," Sherlock said, ''There is so
much you have got to go through. What we
"A sports club is like any other organization
really
need is a univ~rsity-paid coach.
on campus," Baurer said, "They need an ad·viser and officers and they must have the
The future of the swim club is uncertain, but
potential for competitive endeavor."
Umbach and Sherlock remain determined and
confident the organization will succeed.
The money that the swim club will receive
from the Campus Recreation Office will be
Krlstl Ruggles, a junior journalism major from
divided among all the other established sports
Nashville, Ill., is a staff writer for The Murray State
News.
clubs, Baurer said.
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KIES program. offers European study
rude, just get their fill of American tourists
sometimes.
John Karnes, a senior German major from
Caruthersville, Mo., said he enjoyed his trip to
Munich and found the experience helpful in his
major.
"I could think of nothing that would top this.
You can learn only so much in a classroom.
For most students, Murray State University
You're literally using a whole country and
exists almost solely in the city of Murray. Sure,
culture as a classroom. The only limits are the
there are some learning areas at Land Betones you set yourself," Karnes said.
ween the Lakes, but the majority of MSU ac·
He found the German people to be quite pleativity happens on campus.
sant. "The German people love to sit down and
Since 1975, however, some Murray State
talk about their culture. (They) are very recepstudents have attended classes far away from
tive to people who at least attempt to speak the
the MSU campus. As far away as Europe, in
language, even if it's by far not perfect."
fact.
For Jean Williamsom, her summer stay in
This overseas study program is available
Florence, Italy, was for a non-language major.
through the Kentucky Institute for European
Williamson, a junior art major from Jackson,
Studies (l{IES), which operates out of the Col·
Mo., does not speak Italian, but that did not
lege of Humanistic Studies. It is a consortium
diminish her excitement about the trip.
\ formed by MSU, Western Kentucky Universi·
"It was excellent. The facilities were very
ty, Eastern Kentucky University, Morehead
clean. The lady that was in charge was a
State, Northern Kentucky University, The
teacher at UK from Italy. She was very helpful
University of Kentucky and Berea College.
in trying to understand us," she said. .
·Their purpose is to organize and coordinate
During her time in Florence, some of the
summer study-abroad programs for college
buildings were in scaffolding being repaired for
students.
the 1990 World Cup, which Italy will host.
In the past, programs have been offered in
While this slightly marred the sights, it did
Bregenz, Austria; Paris, France; Madrid,
have its advantages.
Spain; Munich, West Germany and Florence,
"We actually watched an artist restore a
Italy. Next summer, Salzburg, Austria, will be
fresco outdoors. We also got a lot of free time to
available.
go out around the town shopping, meeting the
Prices range from $2,040 for Munich to
people and trying to speak their language,''
$2,860 for Paris. The programs include roundWilliamson said. She found leather and gold
trip flights, meals, transportation, living acare among the bargains to be found in
commodations and the chance to earn three to
Florence.
six hours credit.
While in . Florence, Williamson took a
J. Milton Grimes, chairman of the departjewelry-making class where she made both a
ment of foreign languages and director and
bracelet and a pin. The bracelet was a pigment
founder of KIES, said he is proud of the proinlay in nickel silver. The pin was nickel-silver
gram's success.
and brass married together with a stone
"This is one of.the largest study-abroad promounted in.
grams in the U.S. In addition to the Kentucky
Marcia Ford, a senior from Murray majoring
students, we have students
in both psychology and
come from as far as Califor·
German, spent part of her
nia, Washington and
summer in Bregenz,
Texas. The University of
Austria; a town that isn't
Virginia sends us half a
exactly a household word.
dozen students each year.
"It's in the far west corner
We have them coming from
of Austria and lies on the •
literally everywhere,"
border of Switzerland and
Grimes said.
West Germany. It's right
Among the other schools
on Lake Constance," said
that have sent students to
Ford.
Williamson Jewelry made In Italy.
Bregenz is a fairly small
Europe through KIES are
such prestigious universities as Yale, Harvard
place and that suited her just fine. "Coming
and UCLA.
from a small town such as Murray, instead of
Grimes has also found that most students en·
being hit with a double whammy of a foreign
joy their experience and most disappointments
culture and a big city, I only had to deal with
are temporary.
the foreign culture," Ford said.
"Every now and then, there is a dissatisfied
She picked this program over Munich
student. Most of the dissatisfaction comes from
because Bregenz offered a Eurailpass good for
adjusting to a foreign culture. The problems
two months. 'urbe only drawback is that it
last typically from two to three weeks. Based
wasn't in a city like Salzburg or Vienna. There
on the evaluations, most students are positive
wasn't something going on every night. The
about the experience,'' Grimes said.
friendliness of the people in Bregei}Z is com·
He estimates that over 1,000 students and
parable to the people in Murray. It was a fanteachers have studied in Europe under KIES
tastic experience," she said.
since its inception. Almost no one comes back
These three students and one teacher also
without being a little more knowledgable
returned with some good advice for prospective
about the country where they studied.
travelers.
Glenda Tichenor, a French teacher at
Tichenor recommended a minimum of
Caldwell County High School, had been to
clothing, comfortable shoes and a travel guide.
Paris three times prior to last summer's visit
Also, leave such items as hair dryers and curl·
as part of KIES, which offers a special French
ing irons at home. French electrical outlets
program for teachers at a slightly reduced rate.
operate at a different voltage from American
"I got an inside look at Paris and its educaappliances.
Karnes recommends a little courtesy toward
tiona! system. I also got to see how the students
acted there," she said. She also found that
the German people. ''I do suggest they be
French waiters, often stereotyped as being
respectful to the German people and culture.

,.. .
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They're very proud of the accomplishments of
their people and culture.lfyou share a genuine
interest, they will more than happily share
their interest with you," Karnes said.
Williamson advises some advance studying.
"If you're going on one of these programs, read
up on the country you're going to and the
things to see. After I got home and read about
where I went, only then did I recognize the
significance of where I had been," Williamson
said.
Ford suggests sweaters, sweatshirts and urn·
brellas are good things to pack, but do not
overpack.
"I overpacked in the way that, in the last
week of classes, there were still some clothes I
hadn't worn. I couldn't carry back as much
stuff as I wanted to," s,he said, "It rained for
the first two and a half weeks. After it stopped,
the temperature never got over 50 degrees.
June weather in Bregenz is similar to April
weather in Murray."
For further information on the KIES programs, there are two places to turn. They can
go to the KIES office at room 311 of Faculty
Hall or call there at 762-3091. Prospective
travelers can also see Grimes at his office in
the foreign language offices in suite 4A, also at
Faculty Hall or call there at 762-4525.
Jon Futrell, a sophomore journalism major
from Mayfield, is a staff writer for The Murray
State News.
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answers is a lot easier
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Sanders Gamer was a different sort of individual. Having none of the qualities that
made one great or trivial, socially speaking, he
neither stood out among his fellow students,
nor washed out into the background of
anonymity.
Sanders, like a vast majority of students occupying space and time on college campuses,
wasn't what would be called a popular student.
Sanders could be described as a "weird
dude." However, to tell the truth, Sanders was
much 'more than this. He was what social scienti~Its would call "an aberration"-- sort of an oddball taking up the designated chair.
Deep in the recesses of his mind, Sanders
knew how people perceived him. He knew all
this and he knew something more.
His fellow classmates and associates had no
clear understanding of the forces that made
him move, think, survive and hunt. Forces as
old as time... and far more evil.
There came a night, when the moon was full,
that Sanders was waiting for his favorite night
class to begin. He was deep in thought when he
noticed someone approaching him. He pushed
harder against the concrete wall, as if he was
trying to melt into it. "1 don't want to talk to
her now," he thought to himself. "Too much on
my mind tonigbt...not now...not now."
The girl approaching Sanders was of medium
build, with long brown hair and green eyes.
Sanders couldn't remember very much more
about her except that he was mesmerized by
her green eyes and that her name was Erin
McKenzie.
"Hi Sanders!'' she exclaimed. "Ready for
tonight's verbal torture session?"
Sanders gazed at her but said nothing. Erin
noticed that he w:as acting stranger than usual
tonight. "Hmmmpphh.,.it must be the moon,''
she thought, then laughed to herself.
The night literature class was the only class
Sanders even took a remote interest in. Even
more unusual, it was the only class in which he
excelled.
•.
Sanders took a grand interest"in,what .professor Allen Sniallman had to say 'regarding
folklore. He hung on Smallman's every word,
anticipating what he would say next. When a
point that especially interested him came up,
Sanders' hand would shoot sky-ward, like an
imposing spike of flesh thrown up for all the
world to see, eager to answer a question or
make some obscure point.

0

n this particular night, with the pale
moonlight shining through the classroom window, resting upon Sanders' auburn mane of
hair, the folklore class was winding it's way
through Oriental and Eastern folklore and was
moving into Euopean and East European
legend.
Erin glanced at Sanders. Something about
the look on his face made her ask, ""Psssst...
Sanders, you 0. K.?" Slowly, as if from a far·
away place, Sanders raised his head and gazed
at her. He made no reply; he just
looked ...through her. It gave her the creeps.
His eyes, which saw her, yet didn't see her, had
a feral look about them. An eerie, evil,
animalistic look that chilled her deeply.
Sanders glared at her for a second or two,
then, blinking, he lowered his head again.
"l'm...l'm all right, just don't bother me now.. .1
think I'll be O.K.," he said.
Smallman handed out a sheaf of
mimeographed papers from a pile on his desk.
The white sheet with it's violet-blue characters
and odd smell contained a single poem.

,
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Erin looked the poem over, then glanced over
I 1\
\ \ '.
\,
at Sanders. Erin thought to herself, "He may
\'
be strange, but he's kinda cute... sort of..in a
\ \
different kind of way."
~ '\..,
The lecturing resumed, and before long, Erin
•'
/
fell under the hypnotic spell of Smallman's
sonorous voice. Her thoughts seemed a million
miles away, and she drifted into a sort of ...,.;~;::::411111
trance-like state as Smallman droned on.
"As you no doubt have noticed, class, we
have now crossed over into the field of the
romantic and the bizarre with this little piece
about a werewolf entitled 'Bisclavret.' It was
written by a thirteenth-(:entury French woman
named Marie de France," he said.
Out of the corner of her eye, she caught a
glimpse of Sanders as he pored over the thin
piece of paper. She noticed the odd smile on his
face. Then she sensed, as if from far away, he
was turning his eyes toward her, retaining all
the while, that eerie, almost malevolent leer.
She felt a shudder course through her body,
but before she could interpret it as having any
sort of special meaning, Smallman broke in
with ''This poem was written over 600 years
Sanders. He raged now to no one in particular.
ago, and talks about monsters and beasties,
She noticed his face. Gone was its earlier softthose lycanthropic wanderers of the night, our
ness of complexion. It took on a weathered,
furry little friends, the werewolves,"
leathery, canine look, changing before her
Smallman bellowed, giving the class his best
unbelieving eyes.
Steve Martin imitation.
His nose turned into a long canine-looking
snout full of sharp, brutal-looking fangs. His
hands, swiping at the air, were tipped by ragged talons which threatened to rip into anything
Smallman began pacing back and forth in
that got in their way.
front of his lectern as he waxed eloquent on the
By now, others were being galvanized into
reality of werewolves and shape-(:hangers.
action, out of fear for their lives. Their screams
Erin was thoroughly hypnotized by his
filled Erin's ears as she fought to reach the
melliflous voice. She became thoroughly
door of the classroom.
engrossed by that voice, and had not noticed
Smallman, taking a cue from the fact that
that Sanders was becoming more fidgety as the
Sanders' animalistic gaze was averted to him,
lecture wore on.
dropped his lecture notes and back-pedalled
Smallman was oblivious at the effect his
toward the door. This action cost him his life.
dissertation was taking on Sanders. By now,
With a sudden jerk. of its silver-maned,
Sanders was totally bathed in the eerie light of
beastial head, the lycanthrope snarled to him,
• the moon. Its luminosity gave him an unear"Now professor, you have your first real glimpthly, other-worldy look.
se of a 'nasty beastie."' In one agile leap,•the
To Erin's dreamy, sleepy eyes, Sanders
wolf-thing was upon the hapless Smallman.
began to change into some mythical, silvermaned beast. "Why, he looks like that creature
Razor-sharp claws ripped his flesh while
on that T.V. show...oh, what is the name ofthat
gleaming fangs clamped down on his throat.
show.. .'Beauty and the Beast', or something
With a wrenching crunch, Sanders ripped the
like that," she languidly thought.
very life from the skeptical professor of
Smallman was taking great pride in his abili·
folklore, spattering the classroom with blood.
ty to reduce fables and legends to the old wives
gore and cartilage.
tales that they were, so he failed to notice, unCasting the body aside, the thing leaped
til it was too late, what was happening to
upon the students jammed in the doorway of
Sanders.
the classroom. Erin turned around just in time
It was at this point in the argument that
to see the decapitation of a girl who had been
Sanders stopped being Sanders. He became in·
too slow in getting out of the way.
stead someone, something else; something
terrible.
'
It was then that she suddenly realized that
she was moving incredibly slow, as if her feet
Rising from his seat, he propelled himself for·
were pieces of lead, weighing hundreds of
ward to the lectern, grabbing it in order to
pounds.
steady himself. He shot out his finger and pro·
"Oh God, this must surely be a dream," she
dded the air before Smallman, exclaiming
' thought. "That's it...this is nothing but a
loudly in a lowering, growling voice, "Lies!
dream, and I'll wake from it any second now,"
Lies...all ot it," he roared. "You have no
understanding...you don't know ...you ,don't
she said aloud.
Wolf-Sanders bared his fangs at her and
know...what you're talking about!"
slavered.
.
Smallman and the class were numb with
Striding closer to her, the thing crossed the
shock, unable to fathom the sudden outburst.
space separating it from Erin and grabbed her
Standing before them was something that used
arm. Erin was mesmerized by the hideous face
to be Sanders, yet wasn't Sanders. He was
as it got closer to her own face. She could smell
changing before their very eyes. The shock
his fetid breath.
became too much for them and the horror of
For some strange reason though, she was
what was happening finally dawned on them.
powerless to pull away; powerless to save
To Erin, this all seemed to be a perverse
herself. Time stood still as the creature tilted
dream.
SHWEREWOLF
Erin felt the fear building in her as she began
Page 15
to edge herself out of t.he seat. She looked at
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Brewbaker's. has something for all visiting eaters
Good restaurants are hard to find, especially
in a small town. In the past, many people
thought the only good restaurants were in
Paducah or at the lake. Now, a new restaurant
has opened in downtown Murray - R.J.
Brewbaker's.
Owners are Ron and Trudy Baker and Dick
and Amy Fotsche of Murray. Located off the
Murray court square at 304 Maple St., R.J.
Brewbaker 's is open from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Monday through Saturday. Mrs. Baker said
reservations are suggested because Friday and
Saturday nights are the busiest.
•
The restaurant opened June 29, and Baker
said business has been good. The restaurant is
not part of a chain and serves a variety of
dishes. Baker uses recipes he discovered when
he was working on the Mi$sissippi River. Mrs.
Baker, originally from Chicago, said she' has "a
wide, varied ethnic cooking background."
The interior of R.J. Brewbaker's baa two
levels. The downstairs is more formal and is
decorated in bright jewel colors such as red,
green, and blue. The tables have candles as
centerpieces. The upstairs is decorated with old
movie posters and nostaligia and is informal.
The atmosphere is relaxing and pleuant.
During the dinner hour, soft music is played.
At other times the music is rock or upbeat
tempo.
Brewbaker's serves lunch and dinner. The
lunch menu oft'en sandwiches, salads and
soups. Baker said a soup du jour will be offered
later this fall. The sandwiches use fresh meat
and special sauces. Baker said the sauces are
unique in that they are made frOm aeratch.
"We make everything from scratch,.. Baker
said.
The lunch menu also includes dessert and
side orders. One dessert, called "Guilt du
Jour"(gu.ilt of the day), changes each day.
The hamburgers are grilled and are served
with a special homemade sauce. A roast beef
sandwich with melted provolone cheese, sauted
onions and green peppers is served with a red
pepper mayonaisse, which is a Brewbaker's
recipe. The barbeque sandwich is served with

Brewbaker's homemade barbeque sauce. The
bratwurst sandwich is made of Milwaukee
bratwurst and is cooked in a special way. Other
sandwiches include a Reuben sandwich and a
t una salad sandwich.
Salads offered are entree salads with
homemade salad dressings. The r estaurant
does not use preservat ives or chemicals, Baker
said.
R.J. Brewbaker 's offers complimentary
Calloway County Blue Ribbon popcorn to each
table. "We're into promoting Murray and
Calloway County, Kentucky and western Ken·
tucky as much as we can," Baker said.
R.J . Brewbaker's has specialty nights on
Tuesday and Thursday. Tuesday is· ..Lotta Enchilada" night. A full order of enchiladas is
$4.95. Thursday night is Cajun night from 4 to
9 p.m. For $6.95, the special includes choice of
shrimp creole, blackened catfish or chicken
and sausage jambalaya as entrees, and fried
okra, red beans and rice, cajun fries, bayou hot ·
slaw and house salad. Baker said they hope to
offer specials on Friday and Saturday nights.
Baker said most of the meats are grilled, not
fried. Grilled entrees include lamb chops and
Caribbean chicken, an original recipe.
One of the specialties is the filet mignon for
$12.95. "It has been compared as being as good
or better than the Brass Lantern's," Baker
said.

Photo by JOHN :mEELAND

R.J. Brewbaker's cuatomera enjoy a dinner In the
quiet atmoephere Of on.• of Murray'• neweat
reatauranta.

She said the restaurant Offers ample portions
and people get the moat for their money. "We
think that for what we are offering, the prices
are reasonable," Baker said.
"We wanted to make it so that even if you
don't have a lot of money, you can still come
here to eat," she said.
Next time that the dorm life doldrums hit, go
and experience R.J. Brewbaker's.
Leigh Landini. freshman journalism major
from Murray, Is a staff writer for Ths Murray State

Nsws.

SIGMA PI FRATERNITY INTERNATIONAL

LI1

A Brotherhood of Diverse Men,
unified In the pursuit of common goals:
!Jlti'VfUJcln.g 'Truth atul Justiu
Promoting Sclio!arsliip
1:-n.couragin.g Cliiva!ry
.'DiffusinB Culture
tJJevtCoping Cliaracter
The Alpha omega pledge class
symbolizes the unity of Sigma Pl.

A
The Beglnnlng ..........................The End
The beginning of a dynamic growth and Improvement...
The end of a static existence.

,

Perhaps our motto states it best:

Progress, man's distinctive mark alone.
Not God's, and not the beasts'.
God is, they are; man partly is and
wholly hopes to be.

Our 6rotlierliootf speaK§ for itself. ..
~to by JOliN I'IIEII1.AND

Loc.ted at 304 Meple St. (off the equ.,. In
downtown Murray,) R.J. Brewbaker'• hu been
open alnce June 29.
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Clothing corporation becom~es ~
nationwide busine
or profit
In the small downtown area of Murray lies a
small business with big ideas.
"We are Shane Lee," said Judy Masters,
president of Shane Lee Inc., which distributes
to more than 6,000 shops, boutiques and
department stores across the country, selling
everything from outfits to pajamas to socks.
"We sell at apparel markets in Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, New York and New Orleans, to
name a few." ·This year the corporation will
travel to New Orleans and feature clothes with
a Mardi Gra theme.
At the upstairs factory at 306 Main St.
samples are manufactured for salesmen to take
on the road. The small factory is overflowing
with brightly-colored clothes ornamented with
jesters, noisemakers, champagne glasses, and
other Mardi Gra paraphernalia.
As you enter the workplace, the buzzing of
sewing machines and women chattering fill
your ears, and scraps of material clutter the
room. You are instantly intrigued with the
world of fashion, and questions about how it all
started and why here?
The two courageous women who started the
business are Masters and Beverly Lax, vicepresident of Shane Lee In·c. ..Beverly and I
started with just jewelry, on a small scale,
about $5,000. That was seven years ago. Now
we are making $60,000 to $60,000 daily.
Beverly sews and I draw." Masters said she
owns stacks and stacks of magazines and skims
through the pages, gathering bits and pieces of
ideas from every-thing she sees.
"I love to design and from other people's
• ideas I can establish my own styles,'' she said,
"I am the conservative one, Bev is the daring
one.'' •
· The two women compile their ideas and
samples and make large sale.si suCh as one
their newest accounta, designing a private line
for the Kappa Delta sorority. When an order is
' placed, it is then sent to their factory . in
Jackson, Tenn., where large quantities of the
item may be produced.
~
uwe make everything from outfits to pajamas to socks," Masters said. · '
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Marianna Alexander, senior journalism major
from Henderson, is a staff writer for The Murray
r

State News.
~-
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Mastera has 25 empJoyees including Judy
Horegan, inventory control and office
manager; Nancy Yarborough, bookkeeping;
Tammy Olive, quality control; Pat Robertson
and Rosie Nelson, seamstresses; Melissa
Smith, art department; and 19 salespeople, ..
who travel nationally. ; ,
·
"Shane Lee Inc. was named for my two sons,
Shane and Lee Masters'," Masters said, " Even··
tually, I hope that ~bane will be able to take
over the business. Right now he is just doin'g a
gOod job at a little bit of everything."
At Shane Lee, the emphasis is put on fun
clothes, big blousing panta, in cotton k.nita for
example. The trend for , spring 1990 is big
. clothes which will look good on everyone,
Masters said.
They have completed their Christmas line
and are now prOducing a new spring line. According to Mastera, no matter how far in advance you begin production, it seems you are
.u always behind someone else. "We are constant,ly making, packing and boxing," she said.
Their most interesting experience, Masters
and Lax agree, was at market in New York
several years ago, when a colleague from
another fashion corporation was enraged, saying she was going to sue someone for "stealing
her idea.': They had both been inspired by one
of the lady's other works and were_ pushed to
hide their creation to avoid a conflict, too. "We
were actually getting ready to set up our
display, and Beverly ran back and hid it,"
Masters laughs.
Considering such experiences, and others
like it, the ladies say they really enjoy their ·
work. However as far as aspirations and expansion, Masters .said, "I don't know if I want to be
bigger, it is fun, but it is sometimes a 24·houi--a
day job."
·
"Sometimes you grow too fast, you wish you
had more time for yourself, but deep down you
always want to expand and be even better," ,
Lax said.
.
There are many considerations for those interested in a fashion career. "My husband has
been both a father and mother to my younger
son, Lee. I rarely have time at home with my
family," Mastera said. ,
"In the fashion · industry there are a lot of
• headaches, and a lot of travel. This weekend I
will go to Las Vegas, next weekend Chicago. In
fashion.v:ou nrc on fo1· six months, off for six
months~ \It·v~ l fiyiting, but it's demanding,"
Mastera sain~ .

Photo by JIM MAHANES

Emphasis at Shane lee Inc. Is put on fun clothes
such as big blousing pants made m cotton knits.

...

The styles you want at the
prices you can aft'ord ....

Men, womens, ana
cfi.ilarens fasli.ion

Chestmut Ht1le

Phone:

Shopptng Center

753-2541

·untierstandlng

GOD·
A course of study that will enable
you to communtcate what you believe
A Bible class that will help you
understand God, the universe, life,
death and so much more

.New Life Christian
Center
408 Main Street
753-1622
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Tales of odd sightS and sounds
eminate from Sigma ·Chi houSe
I

December '1nslde" Issue
Friday December 1, 1989
Advertising
Deadline
Frtday
Nov. 17, 1989

To see/hear a ghost or not to see/hear a ghost.
That is the question that has l~ng puzzled the
brothers of the Sigma Chi fraternity.
The house, with its two stories and ''zoo", as '
• the basement is called, is located at 103 N.
14th St. and has been said to be inhabited by
paranormal beings since the fraternity pur·
chased it in 1970.
Mike Michels, senior and president of the
fraternity said there are rumors the house was
once the Calloway County morgue and later
became a physicians office.
"The stairway leading to the second floor is
really creaky. There were lots of times when
we'd hear someone coming up the stairs, open
the door and see no one," Jay Wells, a Sigma
Chi alumnus and
former resident of
the house, said.
"Once we had a
seance up there
and were using a
Ouija board. We
left to go get
something to eat
and left the board
in the floor in the
middle of the
room and went
downstairs .
Before we got out
the door we heard
a loud noise, as if
something had
fallen off of a
shelf. We went
upstairs and the
board was completly across the
room like 1t had
been thrown
against a wall or
something."

-

Other fraternity
members, who
asked to remain
anonymous, recall
one brother who
fell asleep on his
bed and awakened the next morning on his
mattress which was on the floor on one side of
the room while the frame and springs were on
the other side.
'
Sightings include a figure at the foot of a bed,
an upper torso floating in mid air and a woman
holding a baby.
"I could have been really sleepy, hut one
night I'd just. lain down on my stomach but
woke because I felt t his heaviness prcsRing on
me. It wasn't pressing hard but the pressure
was increasing. I was on a bw1k bed and heard
it creak but was lying perfectly still. Then I felt
something brush my neck so I moved a little
and it went away. But I could ha\le been
dreaming," one fraternity member, who wish·
ed to remain anonymous.
Though some brothers have had individual
experiences like these, moTe than 20 reported
being in the basement and hearing sounds of
furniture being moved and investigating only
to find no one on the first tloor. The fraternity
members stressed no one had been drinking
prior to or during the sighting&.

So the question remain&: Is the house
haunted or are people simply seeing and hear·
ing things?
"There are several imagery phenomena
associated with just going to Rleep and ju:.'t

--

waking up," according to Dr. Terry Barrett,
Murray State professor of psychology. "It is
well documented that people do have audio and
visual hallucinations. A study showed that 25
percent of freshmen and sophomore students
on this campus report hallucinations at least
once a week. They can be knocks, creaks, and
even conversations in rare cases," Barrett said.

Reserve
your space
today.
Call
762-4478.

Barrett said these people have better imagery processes and for instance, can look back
to last week and remember tastes, smells, colors, etc. This suggests theae reports are
truthful in that they have actually experienced
these things but the experiences are not due to
any paranormal or mystical phenomena. He
also said the part
of the brain that
processes visual
information is ele·
actly the same
place that processes visual
imagery.
"The reason the
images and
sounds have been
around so long is
because of the images that have
been created, but
these things that
have been experienced were actually experienced outside of the
head rather than
inside the head.
Also sometimes as
stress increases,
hallucinations increase," Barrett
said.
Af ter investigating the
psyeological side,
there remained
one other trail not
blazed : the
house's history.
Deed bookR at the Calloway County Cour·
thouse were general and gave no insight as to
why ~he house was bought or sold and gave only the names of the owners.
Owners could only be traced to 1920. Records
proior to that, which would likely include;when
and why the house was built, either lie deep
within old court. records, which are in no particular order, or are simply unavailable. It is
believed, however, the land was zoned for
residential purposes, therefore leaving questionable evidence whether jt waa a mortuary. ·
The house was sold to Sigma Chi by Novella
Butterworth, who was the widow of Dr. A.D.
Butterworth, but the houae was their residence
and not his office of medical practice.

So to what conclusion does all of this bring
us? Sadly enough, back to where we started. It
is still not known whether or not the Sigma
Chi house is haunted but perhaps there was a
stone left unturned which will later reveal information about the house's history. Until then
let it be known that the Sigma Chi house is not
a house of horror but an OK place tO be and the
things heard and seen, to those who experienced them, were very real.
Angle Middleton, junior journalism major from
Cobden, II., Is a staff writer for Th6 Murray State
News.

THE BEST
YOU CAN BE!!

DONT ORDER YOUR
NEXT PIZZA UNTIL
. · .YOU READ TillS!
Have you looked at your last pizza?
Did you pay for a lot of bread?
If so • quit wasting your hard
earned S and order your next pizza
from the locally owned pizza house
that Is famous for piling on meat,
vegetables and cheese.

r-- -··-------------~--------~----,.

t~~~~
(not available wlh any other special offer)
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753-2975
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Annual Carbondale Halloween
celebration cancel~ed this year
The year 1 represented the school on the Halloween Core Committee (1987), SIU had no ties
with Fair Days at all, and hasn't since. The
That is the message officials in Carbondale,
school doesn't want anything to do with it any
Ill., and J ohn Guyon, president of Southern Dmore," said David Palmisano, a former SIU
linois University, are getting out to parstudent from St. Louis.
ticipants of the former Halloween Fair Days in
"It's a liability waiting to happen. They're
Carbondale.
afraid someone is going to get killed, and I
The celebration started in the mid-1970s as
agree with them. It's gone on too many years,"
an informal street party the weekend closest to
he said.
However, some do not agree with the Fair
Halloween. Instead of trying to ban the bash,
city officials decided to accommodate the party·
Days abolishment.
"It didn't get discussed as much as I would
goers.
"Some streets were closed to traffic two
have liked for it to," said Diggle .
nights a year, restrictions on the consumption
"My view of last year is that it was not as
of alcohol beverages in the streets were lifted,
violent as it has been in the past. 1 know from
bars were allowed to remain open longer than
working in the middle of it.
usual, bands and food booths were provided
"Halloween for us wae much like Christmas
and police presence was kept to a minimum,"
is to most merchants," Diggle said.
Guyon said.
He said Carbondale ofticiala have decided
But the party crowd grew larger and rowdier ' Fair Days bas not been economically benefical
f(ach year, and on May 2, 1989, the Carbondale
for the city.
"Here lately there have been posters showCity Council passed a resolution to end the
ing up all over Carbondale saying, 'What? No
Halloween Fair Days celebration.
Last year's street party drew about 25,000
Halloween party in Carbondale? Come to the
people. More than 190 arrests were made and
fll'8t street party in Cape Girardeau.' Ap·
more than 140 participants required medical
parently someone thinks it was an economic
attention, according to city officials.
boost," he said.
The majority of the arrests were for
The annual street party attracted partygoers from as far away as Chicago.
underaged drinking. There were fights breaking out here and there ~n the strip, Art Wright,
Mary Jo Simmons, a Murray State junior
a spokesman for the Carbondale city police,
marketing ~or from Murray, said she went
said.
to the celebration last year and didn't see any
' 'It was just gelling too wild.'' he said. "One
danger at all.
..They blocked the road off and it was just a
student tried to bite the head off of a cat last
year."
bunch of people getting together and having a
The legal drinking age in Illinois is 21.
really good time. The fun wasn't the drinking,
it was seeing all the different costumes. People
Doug Diggle, long-time member of the Ha1loween Core Committee and owner of Old Town
got really creative," she said. "I can't believe
Liquors on the strip, said one of the problems
they did away with it," she said.
with violence at J4'nir Days was because SIU
Officials in Carbondale are working on alterst>heduled a' rugby tournament during that
native activities for the weekend.
::~amc weekend every year. He said the rugby
Jbft ~executive director of the Carbonlt'aml3 started a tradition of throwing full cans
~ Chamber~ Commerce, said this Halloof beer i nto the crowd, and t hat the stude~ n many individual activities are planned to
who tried to bite a eat's head off was a rugby
celebrate~ holiday.
.
~
§lP....GreelC organizations are having a party
player.
"I'm not trylng to lay all the bl.a~-on-i:\lgby ~f~ir Ri'embers l!nd the BChool is sponsoring
teams, but some of the inc1aent? of ~iolence~.,j'l'Unt.ed hDUaefThere is also a football game
-..->=~ sell'id.o~ _!luring the weekend.
have come from them,'' he ~aid~
1
'They were t hrowing ful)1fans:i)r~.
~fa, the Carbondale City Council
sed " pll()posal to have "Neewollah Days," a
cans were coming down"'Sfi'i'" the cr~
ti ng people on the head,'' h
10-da J
~nl which ends Sunday.
"Cans don't just cut skin - they tear·
"
·
· entertainment away from
f IJ Btn)fin die ~m pert Of town. There
George Maroney, administrator fll ,.
'" ·
kiddie{ri'* andJ!iAJOr ,..r ides covering
Hospital in Carbondale. M..fi51!eY sai
main concern has always~ the potent·
acree~lab.d. ~Cyhival will close at 10
u ,.p~"'-..)nght, and the carnival
il\iury. "1 always double!staff the eme
1
:Wr&to
d lntave agreed that if there is a
room during HallowEfen weekend.''
of
i~'going on, we will close it down
Maroney said he pla ns to increases
year because he thinks people who CCJ
,_
r lfl' Powell Mid.
spit<.~ of the ban wilJ be looking for...trouWii
usement of St. Louis will operate
Carbondale police will inorea&e staff
1.
t he strip where the sttfet patf& u
eld,
Wright, editor of SIU Alumnus,
even thou~~ii~
i>e pen to traffi
· the fall edition that classes at SIU
Public~u.mPtion Of alcohol is prohibi
l,ismi.ssed Oct. 26 through 30 next year.
and bars 'iilUit:!Jt~~scrving liquor bY 1 a.
~ant people to come to Carbondale, and
Saturday andS unday, Guyon said.
w
t to plan an activity that will encourage
SIU dorm residents are also for bidden
participation by the diveree segments of our
have overnight guests that weekend.
community, but we also want it to be clearly
In spite of the restrictions, many SIU
understood that Carbondale will not tolerate
widespread public consumption of alcohol or
students agree with.the ban.
14
1 think it's a good idea they're n.Ot baring it
underage drinking that has characterized past
any more. I went once and got beer thrown all
Halloween celebrations."
over me and a lot of other people got hurt," said
"for thqM people," city officials said, "the
Michele Hoog, a junior~special education major
party ,is over in Carbondale."
at SIU from Carbondale.
" It also gives the school the reputation of being ~ party school," she said.
Krlatlna Fazl, junior journalism major from
Farmington, Is a staff writer for The Murray State
"SIU never really had anything to do with it
except getting entertainment for Fair Days.
News. "'

"The Halloween celebration in Carbondale
has given up the ghost!"

;t
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Halloween festivities set
Only once a year can
children run about the
neighborhood, dressed
up as their favorite
super hero, monster1 or
movie star and go begg·
ing from door-to-door,
screaming at the top of
their lungs for "tricks·
This is all well and good for children, but
what about kids who· will not grow up? What
about those kids who go to college classes day
after day and who just want. to have some fun?
Not to worry; there are many Halloween activities planned for the Murray area.
For students in Greek organizations, several
mixers have been planned to fit with the Halloween t heme. Groups planning to have mixers
on either Monday or Tuesday include: Alpha
Gamma Rho and Alpha Delta Pi; Alpha Tau
Omega and Alpha Sigma Alpha; Delta Sigma
Phi and Theta Chi Delta; Sigma Phi Epeilon
and Sigma Sigma Sigma; Pi Kappa Alpha and
Alpha Omicron Pi; and Sigma Chi and Alpha
Gamma Delta.
Sigma Chi also recently sponsored a local
haunted house for children of the Murray community. The chapter room was decorated for
various Halloween themes and another section
was available for children to bob for apples and
play other traditional Halloween games. Thi5
is one of Sigma Chi's service projects for the
year.
Proceeds from the haunted house benefit the
Murray Work Activities Tra ining Center for
the Handicapped. The fraternity hosted t he
haunted house on Tuesday and Wednesda)
nights. Underpriviledged children of Murray
were admi~ free on Tuesday night
For those not involved in Greek life, the an·
nual Freakers Ball will be held in the Curris
Center Dance Lounge Tuesdny from 8 to 10:30
p.m. The dance is sponsorNl hy the Murray
State Residence Hall Association. Some of the
prizes to be awarded arc belll cost ume, !'carie~t
costume and best couple in costume.
. ''We encourage aU students to dressup and
participate as several prizes will be awarded
and many faculty and staff members \\ill be at·
tending," Gene Biby, assistant director of
housing for administ ration and co-advisor t.o
the RHA said.
For those who miss passing oul the Hallo·
ween candy to the kiddies, the children of College Courts will be trick-or-treating in the
residence halls Monday at 7 p.m.
For those who enjoy a good scare on Halloween, the Murray Jaycees will be holding iLq
annual haunted forest through Halloween
night from 7 to 10 each night. Locuted approx·
imately 2.5 miles from Murray on Highway
121 north, admission t.o the haunted forest is
$3, with proceeds going to holp underpriviledg·
ed children in Murray.
The Jaycees are offering a special admissions
price on Monday. People who bring a Camp·
bell's Soup or DelMonte label will get in for
h alf price. Proceedfl from the Monday night
sales will benefit Ronald McDonald Houses.
Also, opening tonight at the Murray Cheri 3
Theaters is the Halloween thriller, Shocker.
For thoBe seeking entertainment outside of
Murray, the Mayfield Jaycees are sponsoring a
haunted house Friday, Saturday, Monday and
Tuesday at 6 each night. The Mayfield haunted
house is located on 6th Street.
Also in Mayfield, the .Mayfield Purchase
Player Theater will show t he movie Dracula,
with Bela Lugosi Saturday at 7:27p.m.
With all these exciting things to do in Mul'·
ray and surrounding areas, who knows, maybe
the sales of soap and eggs wil l be down at local
stores.
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ranaon: e~n]oys··automobile cOllecting
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Brandon said he
acquired his cars in
•
different ways. "I go
to some auctions and
I know people (who
also buy and sell antique cars); it just
varies
from car to
<>bster defines "antique" as a work of art,
car,"
Brandon
said.
pi u of furniture or decorative object made at
BranEven
though
ar1 ~arlier period and according to various
don owns so many
cu oms laws at least 100 years ago.
different makes and
r many, antique means old and of no more
models of cars, he
u~
Local antique automobile collector
said
he does not realH ard Brandon would probably disagree
ly have a favorite
wi ' that definition. Brandon has been buying,
car, "I like the early
re 1ring and collecting cars since 1949 when
V8's ...the '36 and '38
h E' as 20-years-old.
Fords."
1 mdon, a native of Murray, got his first
One of the
trl . when he was 11 years old. His first was a
highlights
of his
Truck.
"I've
always
had
a
19' T-Model Ton
museum
is
the
lik g for cars, ever since I was a boy," .said
number
of
I'hoto by LEIGH ANN ABERNA11IY
Brt •don.
automobiles he owns
A local bam houses a email line-up of Brandon's numerous antique cars.
(. trrently, Brandon is the proud owner of
that once belonged
nu' terous antique cars. He houses many of
to
famous people. He
tht '1 in his Nashville museum, Car Collectors
.
has
cars of country music entertainers Marty
In addition to being an automobile collector,
Ha ofFame.
Robbins and Roy Acuff. He has Louise ManBrandon also has a couple of barns full of antidrell's MG on display and even Elvis Presley's
que airplanes. There is even a landing strip
cadillac.
behind his house in Murray that is marked on
The oldest car he owns is a '1901 Oldsmobile.
aviator's maps as a possible landing Strip for
Perhaps the most recent car in his museum is
this area and has been for 15 to 20 years.
the· 1982 Delorian. "I like all kinds of
Brandon said he always has been interested
• cars...they're all different," Brandon said.
in airplanes, just like he was with his care .."1
The antique automobile .collecting business
went and picked up a 1946 model airplane fiom
can be one in which a person can make a great
Ohio on Sunday...drove up there 500 miles
deal of money. However, many collectors are
then flew it back home;" Brandon said. •
into collecting the automobiles so much, once
One of Brandon's cars is on display in the
they buy them they merely want to keep them
Wrather WeSt Kentucky .Museum on Murray
to admire. Often cars are never sold because of
State's campus. His 1917 Model T is part of the
the sentimental value they have to their
"J&H Gas and Grocery" exhibit on display in
owner. However this was not the case with one
gallery B. Museum hours are Monday through
such car, a 1931 or 1932 Bugatti Royal which
Thursday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Friday and
Brandon remembers being sold for $8 million.
Saturday, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
.
"I could retire on that much," joked Brandon!
In his Nashville museum, the Tucker and
In 1948 the "Tucker Torpedo" was introducone of automobiles from the 1960s hit televied as the post World War II automobile of the
sion series, "The Munsters" are currently ~h~
future. Only 50 of the8e such futuristic cars
feature cars and will be on display for t~ next
were made. The Tucker had disc brakes, paddcouple of months. Car Collectors Hall'ofl"ame
ed dash boards, a third headlight and pushis located at 1534 Demonbrun and museum
button door handles. Brandon currently has
hours are 9 a.m: to 7 p.m., Monday through
one of these,cars on diSplay in his museum.
s~dey .
'
The Tucker he has on display was number 37
With all the cars he owns, one might wonder
and at the time it was made, they ran out of
what type of vehicle he can be seen driving
springs, so wooden blocks were used to break
regularly in Murray. "I drive a pick-up
the shock of the car. These original blocks of
truck.. .I guess I'm still
, a pick-up truck man."
wood can still be seen under the car. When the
Photo by LEIGR t.Nfi ABERNA1HY
Tucker Torpedo was produced it was worth apJenny Hammat, a sophomore journalism major
~
Howard Brandon, antique automobile collector from
proximately $2,000. Today its value is approxfrom Murray, is a staff wrner for The Murray State
Murray, unvella,an antique Rolla Royce.
imately $100,000.
News.
·
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·Hazel's antiques share notice
When Sonny Parkhill opened The Horae's
Mouth, the first antique shop in downtown
Hazel, he probably never suspected that he was
creating the basis for something that would
put Hazel, population 450, on the map.
Alton Stracener, owner of Decades Ago antiques in the small community six miles south of
Murray on Highway 641, said when Parkhill
opened his shop, downtown Hazel was nothing
more than a row of empty and fallen-down
buildings.
However, in the past few years the number of
antique shops in Hazel has increased from one
shop to three independent dealers and seven
antique malls.
Stracener said the group of shops now attracts dealers and buyers from all over the
country and from all walks of life.
"We had a dealer come in the other day who
came to Hazel all the way from Harrisburg,
Penn., based on a flier he had seen,'' Stracener
said.
"You can find antique buyers from all over
the country who have been through Hazel,"
Stracener said.
The visitor register in Decades Ago lists
visitors from California, Te¥as, Pennsylvania
and Ontario, Canada.
'
Dennis Morris, co-owner of Ginger's Antiques and Refinishing, said movie stars and
other famous people have come into liis shop to
browse.
"Bruce Willis came in while they were filming 'In Country' and Loretta Lynn's daughter
has also come in,.. Morris said.
Stracener said Hazel has been successful
because of the proximity of the shops to each
other.
"It helps considerably to have a sroup of
shops together, because the more shops you
have, the more people you'll brina in, ..
Stracener said. "People may hear about Mrs.
Martha's antiques down the street, but once
they get here they'll see Decades Ago and the
other shops and go there too."
Bill Price, owner of Mrs. Martha's ~tiques,
agreed with Stracener.
"My wife and I travel around to antique
shops quite a bit during the summer and I
don't believe there is anything quite like Hazel
in a 200-mile radius," Price said.
"You see bigger shops but there aren't many
places where you can park your car and go into
10 shops without having to drive around to get
there," Price said.
·
"lfthete was just one antique store here, people wouldn't go out of their way to a little town
like Hazel," Edie Clayton, salesman at Ox
Yoke antiques said.
Stracener, like many of the other dealers in
Hazel, chose to make his business a mall,
rather than attempt to stock the entire store
with ·his own merchandise.
With a mall-~ •antique store the owner of
the ouilding rents out spaces to other dealers,
i~ addition to his own merchandise.
"We have over 60 spaces, and at this time only one is open for rent," Stacener said.
Stracener estimated his two-level mall holds
a combined inventory of over $1,200,000 and
more' than one and one-half million items.
Morris said the antique business involves
numerous risks.
"Ahtique stores are probably one of the
nUmber-one failed businesses," Morris said.
None of the dealers knew of an antique shop
that had failed so far in Hazel.
Price said the stores have been successful
because of the number of people they have been
able to attract.
"If crowds aren't big enough it begins to
pinch," Price said. "You have to keep pulling
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into your shop from further and further

away.
Price said the antique stores attract new
buyers by advertising separately and as a
group.
"We (the merchants) have placed group ads
in national and local publications," Price said.
Many dealers also use radio, television,
fliers, and word of mouth to promote their
businesses.
Naturally, there is .competition between the
10 stores for customers who visit the downtown
area.
••1 think there is a pretty good relationship
(between the merchants) down there," Price
said. "When a customer comes to Hazel he brings a certain amount of money to spend and
he's going to spend it somewhere...
..Everyone is after the same dollar, but we
still help each other," Price said.
Price said when a store sells a heavy piece of
furniture, salespeople from neighboring stores
are always willing to help load it into the
truck.
Most antique dealers in Hazel help
customers and each other by referring
customers to other shops.
"I wouldn't hesitate to send someone to
another store to find the particular piece they
were looking for if I didn't have it," said
Carolyn Swayne, owner of Idle Hour Antiques.
..I don't think there is a lot of competitiveness in Hazel because we are all striving to make Hazel an antique town and the
more stores we have, the more people will come
here," said Kay Vance, salesman at the
Horse's Mouth antique store.
·
Stracener said at times competition does
arise between the neighboring antique stores.
..No one will admit it, but there is ·a lot of,
competition between the stores," Stracener
said. "Competition is strong and it gets heated
sometimes, especially when we're biddiDg for
the same item at an antique show."
!
1
Sue Lamb, salesman at The Cat's Garden:
said she enjoys the relationship she has with: ,
the other downtown antique dea!ers.
"It's a friendly relationship," Lamb said. "I
enjoy visiting up and down the street and I've
become good friends with the other owners.
There wouldn't be any pleasure in it if you
couldn't do that."
J enna Newton, a junior journalism major from
Fulton, Is t he assistant news editor for The
Muffay State News.
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l'hoiO by LEIGH ANN ABERNATIIY

Aerobics classes offer opportunity for fitness,
.weight control a~d gives sense of well-being·
Students
at Murray State
.
. who like music , exerc1se and fun can combme the three for a couple of hours a week of aerobics. According to
aerobics instructors on campus, it is a great
way to stay in shape.
.

li

....
•

Shari Kerns has been teaching aerobics for
three years. She was certified through Mountaineer Nautilus in West Virginia and received
a bachelor of science degree in nutrition at
West Virginia University.
Kerns, an employee of Murray State, has
l,een teaching a class here since August.
Students can enroll in her class for one hour of
-.
credit.
Kerns' class involves both high and low impact aerobics.
"We start slow and then build up," Kerns
said.
Kerns begins her class with a warm up and a
period of stretching. Then she leads her
students through twenty minutes of high and
low aerobic activity. After the aerobics, Kerns
helps the students cool down with a series of
stretches and toning exercises.
· Kerns said that aerobics increases flexibility,
helps an individual control his or her weight
and makes the body work more efficiently.
"You will look better and you will feel better," Kerns said.
Kerns recommends 20 minutes of aerobic activity to be followed by an additional period of
toning at least two times a week.
Robin Britain has been teaching aerobics for
'our years. She is certified annually through
t he United States Aerobics and Conditioning
.\ssociation.
Britain teaches an aerobics class at Racer
,r\J·ena on Monday, Wednesday and Friday
from 12:30 p.m to 1:30 p.m. She teaches at the
~outh gym of Racer Arena on Tuesday and
a·hursday from 6 to 7 p.m.
.Britain's classes are sponsored by the Mur·
State Recreation Department, and she
ges $2.50 per class.
itain said the students in her class work at
their own level.
''They have the freedom to work at the intentity level they want," she said.
Britain gives the students a heart-rate
guideline based on their age, and she said she
offers exercises which are easily modified to fit
ench student's individual program.
''Aerobics builds up and conditions the cardiovascular system and encourages a good
sense of well-being," Britain said.

t

/

~ -

.Britain recommends at least 20 to 30
minutes of aerobic activity at least three times
a week.
"If a student does aerotncs three times a
week, they will see a difference in themselves
within four to six weeks," Britain said.
In addition to the classes taught by Britain
and Kerns, aerobics classes are offered to
students in Regent, White, Hester, Elizabeth
and Springer halls.
Students in Spari Kerns' aerobics class were
asked by her to conduct aerobics in the
residence halls. They are self-employed.
Nancy Whalen, a junior business major from
Bloomington, Ill., has been teaching aerobics
for one year. She teaches classes at Elizabeth
Hall on Monday and Wednesday from 7 to 8
p.m. and at White Hall on Tuesday and Thursday from 6 to 7 p.m. She charges $10 per
semester. ,
Whalen teaches high-impact aerobics with
periods of stretching before and after aerobic
activity.
.
Julie Frederick, a freshman from Lexington,
has been teaching aerobics for four years. She
teaches classes on the second-floor lounge of
Regents Hall on Tuesday and Thursday from 7
to 8 p.m.
• She teaches a combination of high and low
aerobics and incorporates kung fu and weight
lifting in the workout.
Frederick charges $10 per semester for her
class.
The Baptist Student Union sponsors an
aerobics class every Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday at 9 p.m. The clasl'
is taught by members ofth~ BSU and is offered
to all students free of charge.
All the aerobics instructors on the Murray
State campus recommend that anyone in·
terested in taking an aerobics class should con·
sult with a doctor before participating in
aerobic activity.
·
In addition they recommend wearing comfor·
table clothing that is nonrestrictive and shoes
with arch and ankle support when doing
aerobics.
Kris Minks, a freshman English major from
Frankfort who participates in the residence
hall aerobics program said,"I like aer.obics
because it makes me feel healthy and keeps me
fit."
Jennifer Jenkins, a sophomore journalism
major from Henderson, Is a staff writer for The

Mu«ay State News.
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Murray Placement office
eager to assist students ,
in competitive job market
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or anyone
for either a fulltime or part-time job, the placement
service office at Murray State can
help in a number of ways.
Juniors and seniors should start
by writing a resume and registering with
plaoement, said Lynn Richard, placement service director.
Students need to make an effort to get some
career-related experience, he stressed.
For anyone looking for either a full-time or
part-time job, the placement service office at
Murray State can help in a number of ways.
Juniors and seniors should start by writing a
resume and registering with placement, said
Lynn Richard, placement service director.
Students need to make an effort to get some
career-related experience, he stressed.
"You can't sell something that does not
work," Richard said.
"When looking for a job, you have to assume
the role of a business person selling skills and
services. During the job search, you list all the
characteristics that can sell you," he said.
He said in a recent survey of Fortune 500
companies, the three most important things
they look at in terms of personal
characteristics are the person's ability to communicate, demonstration of competence in his ..

F

..

'Some people face a lot of problems in ·
looking for jobs because they can not
communicate.
-Lynn Richard
I

...
field, and career-related experience. According
to the companies surveyed, if a person shoots
for these three skills, his chance of getting a job
is greatly improved, Richard said.
"There are a lot of companies, such as IBM,
that will not look at a person unless they have
a 3.5 GPA or better. Sometimes, a demonstration of high ability in one skill can make up for
a deficiency in another since it is difficult to
maximize these three things," he said.
"Some people face a lot of problems in looking for jobs because they cannot communicate.
One of the easiest way to deal with that is improve your communication skills," he said.
"Resumes and interviews are the cornerstones of promotion. A resume is a picture
of you (for the employer to see)," he said.
"Resumes need to be easy to read and have a
lot of substance. It's a reflection of your product, (it's essentially) your marketing
brochure. You want them (perspective
employers) to see you know your career objective and are going after it," Richard said.
"A resume is a marketing brochure to get
you an interview, that's all it can do," he said.
In addition to helping job hunters with their
resumes, placement can help people with letterwriting skills, as well as making video tapes

of interviews so students can see their
strengths and weaknesses.
Placement also has current information on
thousands of employers as well as a co-op program, and they can help students looking for
part-time or summer jobs.
''We have a number of directories with contact people that can help people get interviews," he said.
Two of the things a person must keep in mind
when looking for a job are place and price,
Richard said.
Place involves the strength of the area and
the cost of living there. The price a person can
demand for identical jobs in Paducah is different from Nashville.
"Our office has a number of guides that will
show you how far your salary will go in different places. Another factor you need to look
at is long-term growth patterns (in terms of
salary) in your job," he said.
He also suggested anyone looking for a job in
a particular location contact the community's
chamber of commerce because it is a great
place to find out about the area's rent and
transportation costs.·
Any time there is a serious shortage of people
in a particular job, the salary for that job
always goes up, be said.
"In the last 25 years, there were more people
looking for jobs than there were jobs available.
There will be more jobs for people with baccalaureate degrees than there will be people to
fill them, which will result in a ' sellers
market," Richard said.
One of the most important ways to promote
yourself is to meet people that work in the profession you plan to pursue, Richard said.
"Direct information from employers is the
best thing you can get," be said.
People looking for jobs should also attend
career days, Richard said. Even if you are not
looking for a job, career day is a great way to
meet people and see the opportunities that
they have to offer.
Another good place to go to make contacts is
alumni meetings because alumni have connections and can get people interviews, he said.
"Although networking can get you through
the gate, eventually you will have to stand on
your own two feet," he said.
Because of an increasing number of college
graduates, there is a growing industry for e~
ecutive recruiters who supply placement offices with job openings with criteria that is
matched with people with job needs, he said.
Richards said it is important for students to
take the initiative to visit the placement office
and take advantage of all the services they
have to offer.
When looking for a job, it is much easier to
improve a resume than to build one, he said.
Cy rus Afzall, a junior journalism major from
Camden, is a staff writer for The Murray State
News.
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compares epidemic
of fictional .sickness with AIDS
Gives startling revelation
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By Dana Hanna
t begins with the sudden onset of a
violent headache, followed closely by
chills, fever, nausea and diarrhea. Soon
after, a strange rash appears on the
chest. Then the bleeding starts...
Robin Cook, author of Coma, tells the
\ frightening but timely story of a virus worse
than AIDS in his novel, Outbreak.
It begins in Zaire, Mrica, when a 21-year-old
Yale biology student comes down wit h symptoms of what the local doctors think is malaria.
As his sickness heightens, and others begin
to show similar symptoms, the doctors realize
they are dealing with something much more
serious.
Twenty-three days after the young student
first stumbled into the clinic of Yambuku, 294
cases of the virus are on record, with a fatality
rate of about 90 percent.
The virus is named Ebola from the Ebola
River where it had supposedly originated, and
samples of it are rushed to research institutes
all over the world, including The Center for
Disease Control in Atlanta. Already it was
thought to be the most deadly micro-organism
since the bubonic plague.
Four' months after the initial outbreak in
Yambuku, and just two months after the virus
was considered successfully contained, Dr.
Rudolph Richter, a dignified ophthamologist in
Los Angeles, is mugged in the parking lot of
his clinic. Six days later he dies of what doctors
later determine to be Ebola.
Before Richter dies, he succeeds in infecting
some employees of the clinic. They, in turn, in·
feet others. Before long thousands of people are
admitted to hospitals all over the United
States with the same mysterious symptoms
that Richter and the biology student showed,
'' ;
and with the same tragic results.
Dr. Marissa Blumenthal has just finished ~a
two-year study at the Epidemiology Ift..

I

'Cook is truly the master of medical intrigue, and he continues his mastery in
Outbreak.'
-Dana Hanna
telligence Service. She lands a job at thE
Center for Disease Control in Atlanta.
With a genuine interest in virology, Blumen
thai is anxious to get started on her n~w jol
and her first case. At this point she does no1
realize she has just been given the toughest
case of her career.
She is to investigate the new outbreak o:
Ebola to find its source. What she soon fimh
out is that the question is not what caused thE
epidemic, but who. And more importantly
why.
What she uncovers is the shocking trutl:
behind the lethal secret.
Anyone who has read Coma, or any othet
novel by Robin Cook, knows how real the situa
tiona he presents can be. Cook is truly thE
master of medical intrigue, and he continues
his mastery in Outbreak.
Though the novel is a work of fiction, it
comes too close to reality when we consider
how vulnerable we are, in every aspect of our
lives, to people in power.
It is chilling to think those in the medical
community can decide man's fate for their own
personal gain, and we have virtually no control. It is this kind of situation that Cook brings . to light in Outbreak. It is almost too
realistic when one considers .the effects AIDS
has had on our society today.
Outbreak is a suspenseful and gripping story
from the first page. It is worth reading, even if
you do not particularly like medical dramas. It
is more than just a drama, it is a story of our
time, and nobody could tell it better than C90k.
Do~ not· be surprised if you find you cannot put ,
it down.
'
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Cultural celebrations of Halloween.vary worldwide
Halloween...now a time when witches, ghosts
and goblins are in search of treats, was not
always such a festive occasion.
According to American Book of Days, the
origin of the ceremonies with which Halloween
was originally observed can be traced to the
Druids, centuries before Christianity.
The Druids believed that Nov. 1 began the
new year and had a festival of the sun god.
Candles were lit in his honor. On Oct. 31, the
lord of death was believed to gather all condemned souls together and decide what form
they would take for the new year.
Today, Halloween is a time of fun with parties, trick or treating, and childish pranks.
Houses are decorated with orange and black
with pictures of witches and black cats, paper
skeletons and pumpkins with eerie faces carved into them to form the jack-o-lantern.
Children with masks covering their faces or
donning mysterious make-up go to houses
dressed as the evil witches, the fiendish
demons or even as cute little fairies. Adults
stand waiting with candy, bubble gum and an
assortment of treats.
Belief in witchcraft was strong in ancient

times and in early America, but today any
mischievious acts are done by the older
children who soap windows, ring doorbells, or
egg houses. Costume parties are also popular
with bobbing for apples as a standard game.
Students visiting the United States for the
first time may fmd our customs peculiar and
often different from their own.
Mauricio PoJaminia, a graduate student in
business from Colombia, said Halloween is
celebrated in his country. The literal translation, he said, is "witches day" and is focused
mainly on children.
"The parents go along with the children jumping, singing, and dancing," he said. "They go
from house to house singing Spanish songs."
People buy sweets for the children and .stay
at home waiting for them, Polaminia said.
Costumes are also worn by Columbian
children during Halloween, he said. There are
witches, monsters and ghosts, he said.
Polaminia said one difference in U.S. and
Colombian Halloweens is they do not carve
pumpkins to make jack-o-laterns.
Similar holidays are celebrated in other
countries, but their focus is a religious aspect.

Josephine Chan, a senior marketing n :1jor
... from Malaysia, said her country celeb1 tes
"the hungry festival." "This is a Ch1 clse
festival that is celebrated in China md
Malaysia," she said.
"On that day all souls are to come back from
wherever they have gone out in the worJr1 to
roam," she said.
Chan said it is a very serious and relig ,us
day. Chopsticks, burned money and food i .et
outside for the souls, she said.
I
"Actually we don't have a Halloween ,u.
day," according to Mathias Arfelt, a sr or
finance mliijor from Sweden. 41We have a 1li·
day in November called Lucia but that's Jst
something we have in Sweden that you <l n't
have·here."
In Colombia, their Halloween is celebrated
on the same day as in the United States, hut
the Malaysian and Lucia festivals occur later
in November.

Amy Lear, a sophomore journalism major f urn
Greenville, Is a staff writer for Ths Murray S ;fs

Nsws.

WEREWOLF
Continued from Page 5

· its head first one way, then another, as if to
scrutinize her. It focused it yellow-pupiled eye
on her and gazed, only for a moment, into her
green eyes.
Through the mist of her fear and terror, she
felt her face being pulled slowly, inextricably
closer to the leering, fanged maw of the living
horror.
Summoning every ounce of her strength
before her sanity snapped, she screamed.
A loud, piercing, terrible scream. A scream
that would wake the dead; that would wake
anything for that matter. A scream that broke
the trance-like spell into which she had fallen
while listening to what ' she supposed was
Smallman's hypnotic voice. Then all was
silent.
When Erin peered thrpugh the slits of her
eyes, she saw heads crowded over her in a cir·
cle, all murmuring and wondering if she was
going to be all right.
Someone was wiping her brow with a wet
tissue. Sanders said, "Erin, are you O.K.? You
must have fainted or something and fell out of
your seat."

"You screamed horribly Erin," Smallman
said. "Did you see something while you were
unconscious that caused you to 9e .in great
fear?", Smallman inquired.
Erin sat up, feeling rather bewildered, and
not a bit stupid, and mumbled,
''Bisclavret!..He was here.. .in the classroom,"
she said. "It was... Sanders...and he, it tried to
kill me," she said, looking at Sanders.
"Listen," Sanders went on, "you don't look
well at all, let me walk you to your car. I can
even drive you home, if you'd like."
Erin gathered her books and coat and left the
classroom with Sanders.
On the way to the car, he held her tightly to
him, to calm her down and steady her, as they
walked to his car. The moonlight was pale and
bathed everything in a surreal, silvery glow.
Sanders seemed friendlier now to her than he
had ever been in the past. He chuckled and
said, "You must have blacked out or
something. Then, you must have had this wild
dream." Erin mumbled her assent.
"Yeah ... that must have been what happened,
although I don't know what would have put me

•

to sleep like that," she said.
Again, Sanders chuckled softly.
1
"Maybe Smallman and his 'Bisclavret' po1 1
put you to sleep," he said. There was a br .r f
pause, then his voice took on a different tort.a.
"Or maybe you were bewitched by · the call of
the shape-shifters," he said, a growl ' in hi.;
voice.
•
Upon hearing this, the horror of her dre$. ..1
came back to her. She whipped her he d
aro~djust in time to see the canine face oft!.·
fiend in her dream as it broke into a demof\JC
grin. She then watched in terrible facsinati; ,n
as the werewolf laughed maniacally at her.
"It really was you in my droam," she said,
her throat closing with fear.
She felt Bisclavret's claws clutching at he1·
hair, tightening on her neck; then there was 'i.
wrenching snap, and all was blackness.
Erin McKenzie, incurable romantic, friend to
the strange, struck do\\'D in the prime of her
life by a dream.
Mike Powell, a senior journalism major from
Paducah, Is a cartoonist for The Murray Stats
News.
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